
Parental Request for Underage Player Movement

This document is to be used whenever a parent requests that their son or daughter be 
allowed to be evaluated for a team as an underage player.  This document must be 
accompanied by a “Coach’s Request for Underage Player Movement” form.

These two documents are to be used in cases where a parent and previous season’s coach 
feel that the player has exhibited such exceptional skills, leadership qualities and maturity 
that the player would have a good chance of making and fitting in with the team that they 
wish to be evaluated for.

It is the parent’s responsibility to sign this form that recommends that their son or daughter 
be allowed to be evaluated for a higher team as an underage player.  This is not to be taken 
lightly, as the player’s safety and future development are also at stake.  This form should be 
accompanied by a brief letter stating why you feel that your son or daughter is sufficiently 
developed that they would fit in physically, mentally, socially and that they have the 
exceptional skill level needed.

I, ___________________________________________, would like to request that my son/

daughter ____________________________________________

be allowed to be evaluated for the ________________ team as an underage player.  My 

letter of explanation is attached.  I have also received, and attached, the “Coach’s 

Recommendation for Underage Player Movement” form which has been signed by my 

son’s/daughter’s coach from last season.

Signed:_________________________________



Coach’s Recommendation for Underage Player Movement

This document is to be used whenever a parent requests that their son or daughter be 
allowed to be evaluated for a team as an underage player.  This document must be 
accompanied by a “Parental Request for Underage Player Movement” form.

These two documents are to be used in cases where a parent and previous season’s coach 
feel that the player has exhibited such exceptional skills, leadership qualities and maturity 
that the player would have a good chance of making and fitting in with the team that they 
wish to be evaluated for.

It is the coach’s responsibility to sign this form that recommends that the player be allowed 
to be evaluated for a higher team as an underage player.  This is not to be taken lightly, as 
the player’s safety and future development are also at stake.  This form should be 
accompanied by a brief letter stating why you feel that this player is sufficiently developed 
that they would fit in physically, mentally, socially and that they have the exceptional skill 
level needed.

I, __________________________________________, coach of the _________

_____________ team in the season ___________, would like to recommend that 

___________________________________________be allowed to be evaluated  for the 

________________________________________________________________.

Signed:____________________________________

**If the coach was also this player’s parent, then the previous season’s level Director 

must submit the letter of recommendation and sign this form**


